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Hybrid dynamic modeling
and receding horizon speed
optimization for liner shipping
operations from schedule
reliability and energy
efficiency perspectives

Jian Zheng, Chuanshuo Mao and Qiang Zhang*

College of Transport and Communications, Shanghai Maritime University, Shanghai, China
Uncertainties in port handling efficiency can cause port delays in the liner

shipping system. Furthermore, policies on carbon emission reduction, such as

EEXI standards, restrict the potential for speed optimization in liner shipping

operations. Traditional tactical planning speed optimization is unsuitable for

operational-level decision making, leading to unreliable schedules. From a

schedule-reliability and energy-efficiency perspective, we propose a real-time

speed optimization method based on discrete hybrid automaton (DHA) and

decentered model predictive control (DMPC). We use a dynamic adjustment of

sailing speed to offset the disturbance caused by port handling efficiency

uncertainties. First, we establish a DHA model that describes each ship’s hybrid

dynamics of state switching between sailing and berthing; then, we develop a

predictionmodel for the DMPC controller, which is analogous to the DHAmodel.

The schedule is transferred into time–position coordinates as controller

reference trajectories in the receding horizon speed optimization framework.

We consider determining tracking errors, carbon emissions, and fuel

consumption as our objectives, and we carry out engine power limitation (EPL)

analysis for the sample ship, which turns the EEXI standards into constraints. We

attain the recommended speed by solving a mixed-integer optimization. We

carry out a case study, and our results indicate the effectiveness of our proposed

DHA-DMPC scheme in lowering port delays and achieving the best trade-off

between schedule reliability and energy efficiency. Additionally, we conduct

further experiments to analyze the impacts of various carbon reduction policies

on the performance levels of liner shipping operations.

KEYWORDS

liner shipping, speed optimization, model predictive control, discrete hybrid
automaton, Energy Efficiency Existing Ship Index (EEXI)
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1 Introduction

Ships operated by container shipping lines follow published

schedules and travel along fixed routes with regular port rotations.

However, the schedule reliability of liner shipping is often

influenced by uncertain factors at ports. For instance, a labor

strike would lead to decreases in the pace of port handling, while

port congestion would lengthen the time ships are required to wait

before berthing. These uncertain factors result in schedule

unreliability and port delays, reducing the competitive advantages

of liner shipping lines and disturbing the regularity of the global

supply chain (Zheng et al., 2021). Ship speeding up is the most

common approach to reduce port delays. Moreover, IMO has

imposed new technical measures, such as the Energy Efficiency

Existing Ship Index (EEXI), which will come into force on January

1, 2023, attempting to achieve long-term goals to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions (ABS, 2021). Shipping companies may need to

implement solutions such as engine power limitation (EPL) on

their fleets to comply with the EEXI standard. However, EPL lowers

the top limit of the adjustable ship speed, which has an impact on

the controllability of reducing port delays through ship speeding up.

Therefore, real-time speed optimization for liner shipping

operations is required to eliminate port delays caused by

unpredictable port handling efficiency, improve schedule

reliability while complying with the EEXI standard, and maintain

low operating costs.

Speed changes have a significant impact on fluctuations in fuel

consumption and carbon emissions, which are proportional to the

third power of sailing speed. As a result, determining the ideal

sailing speed is crucial (Leaper, 2019; Dunn et al., 2021); therefore,

speed optimization has become a hot topic in research on liner

shipping operations (Jimenez et al., 2022). Speed optimization is

used in tactical planning to determine the service speed between

adjacent ports, and is carried out in combination with other tactical

decisions, such as fleet deployment and schedule design

(Notteboom, 2006; Brouer et al., 2017; Karsten et al., 2017; Chen

et al., 2022). Traditional tactical-level planning often considers

minimizing operating costs, fuel consumption, and carbon

emissions as objectives, with the problem formulated as a mixed-

integer programming (MIP) model (Fagerholt et al., 2010; Wang

and Meng, 2012a). Some studies have expanded the model’s

application scenarios, taking into account more tactical decisions,

such as cargo allocation and bunker policy, transforming the model

into an integrated decision support system. Psaraftis and Kontovas

(2014) considered various factors affecting speed decisions, such as

load, fuel price, market condition, etc. Wen et al. (2017) studied the

speed optimization of heterogeneous fleets. In addition to voyage

duration, cost, and emissions, the satisfaction of shippers is also an

objective. Based on statistical data from a shipping line, Xia et al.

(2015) fit the relationship between load, sailing speed, and fuel

consumption. Both cargo allocation and speed optimization are

included in the optimization model. Guericke and Tierney (2015)

established an MIP model to maximize shipping lines’ profits and

designed a decision support system that can recommend the

optimal speed, freight rate, and cargo allocation plan. Sheng et al.

(2015) combined ship refueling problems with speed
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determination. Pasha et al. (2021) proposed an integrated

optimization model that addresses all the major tactical liner

shipping decisions for heterogeneous fleets.

While the aforementioned studies are capable of figuring out

tactical plans, they fail to take into account uncertain factors that

might affect how effective the plan is. Some scholars attempted to

quantify the level of the uncertainties using a probabilistic model,

allowing the uncertain factors to be measured and balanced out by

adding buffer time to the schedule (Wang and Meng, 2012b; Meng

et al., 2014; An and Lo, 2016). Qi and Song (2012) used simulation-

based stochastic approximation methods to consider uncertain port

times and created a robust schedule aimed at maintaining a high

service level. Aydin et al. (2017) developed a speed optimization

model with stochastic port times and time windows and then

determined the service speed using dynamic programming. Liu

et al. (2020) studied speed optimization and bunker policy under

uncertain demand conditions. Tan et al. (2018) proposed a joint ship

schedule design and sailing speed optimization problem for a single

inland shipping service considering uncertain dam transit time.

A robust tactical plan can be generated by quantifying uncertain

factors in the optimization model. However, some uncertainties,

such as labor strikes and weather conditions, are hard to predict and

cannot be measured properly. It is impossible to consider these

factors in the tactic-level optimization model. Furthermore, the

service speed in tactical plans remains a fixed value for the voyage in

adjacent ports and there are no indications for a ship to adjust

sailing speed during a voyage. As a result, operational-level speed

management incorporating real-time optimization is needed. In

operational-level speed optimization studies, the voyage is typically

broken into multiple legs, and the sailing speed on each leg is then

computed using dynamic programming. (Perera and Mo, 2016; Lee

et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). Wang et al. (2018)

proposed a nonlinear model predictive control framework based on

real-time updated environmental information and applied a particle

swarm optimization algorithm to compute the optimal speed.

Therefore, the sailing speed can be adjusted to consider varying

environmental factors and remain optimal throughout the whole

voyage. Huotari et al. (2021) presented a novel convex optimization

model for ship speed profile optimization under varying

environmental conditions and timetable constraints. Tzortzis and

Sakalis (2021) proposed a dynamic speed optimization problem,

transforming the optimization problem into several sub-problems

for improved weather forecasting by segmenting the full time

horizon into smaller time regions.

Although the above optimization models can effectively balance

uncertainties, they are only able to represent a single voyage with a

single ship. A predominant characteristic of liner shipping

operations is that the ships’ motions repeatedly switch between

sailing and berthing. Such a characteristic complicates the modeling

process for liner shipping operations; hence, a more detailed

optimization model that describes this hybrid dynamic

phenomenon is required. In this paper, we model a discrete

hybrid automaton (DHA), and then a decentered model

predictive control (DMPC) framework is designed. As we focus

on operational-level speed management, we assume that the service

speed, the fleet deployment, and the schedule have already been
frontiersin.org
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determined. Real-time speed optimization is realized through the

receding horizon optimization method with the objectives of

operating the ships on predetermined schedules while complying

with the EEXI standard and maintaining high energy efficiency.

We present the contributions of our paper as follows:
Fron
(a) We formulate the hybrid dynamic phenomenon of liner

shipping operations by a DHA model constructed using a

mixed logical dynamical (MLD) approach, which precisely

captures ships’ motions and state switching rules;

(b) For real-time speed optimization against uncertain port

handling efficiency, we design a DMPC controller based on

a receding horizon optimization strategy, in which the

prediction model is built analogous to the DHA model

and the schedule is transferred into a tractable reference

trajectory. Ships’ sailing speeds can be adjusted to reduce

possible port delays;

(c) Our optimization model incorporates the EEXI standard

and converts it into a constraint to guarantee that the

emission policy is met while maintaining schedule

reliability.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,

we construct the DHA model and design the DMPC framework.

We present our case study and extend experiment results in Section

3. We discuss our findings in Section 4 before concluding our paper

in Section 5.
2 Method

There are two motions for ships in liner shipping operations:

sailing state and berthing state. These two states switch between

each other in circles, reflecting a hybrid dynamical phenomenon

that involves both continuous states (sailing states and berthing

states) and logic rules (judging when will the state switch happen).

While sailing, a ship’s positions are updated in real time, and the

ship switches into a berthing state when it reaches the

corresponding ports. Container handling is done during berthing

while the ship’s position remains unchanged. In this section, a DHA

model is constructed to characterize the dynamics of the ships in

liner shipping operations. The real-time dynamical states of each

ship in the liner shipping fleet can be calculated. The DHA model

serves two purposes: (a) The DHA model functions as a system

plant to represent the reality of liner shipping operations and test

the proposed sped optimization method. (b) A prediction model in

the DMPC framework is established, analogous to the DHA model.

As a key component of the DMPC system, the prediction model

forecasts the future states of the ships based on their present states.

The control effect is determined by the degree of forecast accuracy.

The DMPC controller is designed in Section 2.2. Real-time

speed optimization is realized through the receding horizon

optimization scheme. Moreover, the decentralized controller

arrangement mode reduces individual controllers’ computing

capacity and improves the system’s overall computing efficiency.
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The DMPC controller is supposed to timely adjust the ships’

sailing speed against uncertain port handling efficiency to reduce

port de lays and keep the l iner sh ipping sys tem in

optimal performance.
2.1 Modeling

We propose a DHA model based on a discrete-time framework

constructed using the MLD modeling approach to formulate the

hybrid dynamics of liner shipping operations (Sirmatel and

Geroliminis, 2018). A discrete hybrid automaton (DHA) consists

of four modules: a switched affine system (SAS), an event generator

(EG), a mode selector (MS), and a finite state machine (FSM). The

SAS module describes the continuous dynamics of the liner

shipping operations and the FSM module represents the logical

rules. The EG andMSmodules realize the interconnections between

continuous dynamics and logic rules. Continuous state variables in

different ranges trigger corresponding discrete events through the

EG module, while the MS module alters the continuous variables’

evolving modes following indications generated by the FSMmodule

(Bemporad and Morari, 1999).

2.1.1 Switched affine system module
The SAS module describes how the continuous states of each

ship evolve in different modes: sailing, berthing, and reset. Each ship

is in a specific mode at any instant. In sailing mode, the ship’s

position changes while the quantities of handled containers remain

0; however, the situation is reversed in the berthing mode. The ship

enters reset mode when it accomplishes a round-circle voyage; then,

its position is reset to 0 for a new voyage.

We consider a liner shipping system with a fleet of nvships. The

number of calling ports is npand the total number of sailing legs is nl
. The distance between adjacent ports in the rotation is called a leg.

(a) Position dynamics can be described as follows:

xi(t + 1) =  

xi(t) + Tsvi(t)    if Ms True

xi(t)            if Mb True

0               if Mr  True

8>><
>>: (1)

where Ts is the sampling time; xi(t) (n mile) represents the

position of ship i at instant t ; and vi(t) (knots) is the sailing speed of

ship i at instant t. Ms,Mb, and Mr represent three modes of sailing,

berthing, and resetting, respectively.

(b) The dynamics of container handling can be expressed as

follows:

ni,j(t + 1) =
ni,j(t) + Tshj(t)  if Mb True

0                if Ms True

(
(2)

where ni,j(t) denotes the quantities of handled containers of ship

i at port j, which is the total number of containers being loaded or

unloaded, or any other terminal operations; furthermore, ni,j(t)is set

to 0 when the ship is sailing. hi,j(t)expresses the container handling

efficiency of port j at instant t. The port handling efficiency is

defined as an average container handling rate at port, which is
frontiersin.org
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calculated through dividing the total quantities of handled

containers by the total observable time at port.
2.1.2 Event generator module
Binary events are triggered when the EGmodule detects that the

continuous state variables reach certain ranges. In the liner shipping

system, the events are triggered by the values of ships’ positions and

the quantities of their handled containers.

(a) Event triggered by position dynamics is as follows:

exi,j(t)≜
True  if xi(t) ≥oj−1

m=1   lj−1

False  otherwise

(
(3)

where exi,j(t) describes whether ship i has reached port j or not.

At instant t, if ship i has reached port j, then exi,j(t)is true; otherwise,

exi,j(t)is false.

(b) Event generated when ship i finishes a round-circle voyage is

as follows:

eciri (t)≜
True  if xi(t) ≥onl

m=1   lm

False  otherwise

(
(4)

whereeciri (t) describes whether ship i has finished a circle voyage

or not.

(c) Event triggered by container handling dynamics is as

follows:

ehi,j(t)≜
True   if ni,j ≥ Hi,j

False  otherwise

(
(5)

where ehi,j(t) describes whether ship i has finished container

handling at port j or not. Hi,j is the container quantities to be

handled for ship i at port j, which is acquired through observation.

ehi,j(t) is triggered when the already-handled container quantities

exceed the due quantities.

2.1.3 Mode selector module
In the MS module, different modes are activated by certain

binary states and events, changing patterns as the continuous states

evolve. The three modes of liner shipping operations are defined

as follows:

For j = 1,  …  ,   np, m = 1,  …  ,   nl

Ms(t)≜
True   if  ∃ si,m(t)  True

False  otherwise 

(
(6)

Mb(t)≜
True   if  ∃ bi,j(t)  True

False  otherwise

(
(7)

Mr(t)≜
True   if eciri  True

False  otherwise

(
(8)

where binary state variable si,m(t) represents at instant t that

ship i is sailing on leg m; furthermore, binary state variable bi,j(t)

represents at instant t that ship i is berthing at port j. If ship i is

sailing on a certain leg, then the sailing mode of this ship is
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activated; if ship i is berthing at any port, then the berthing mode

is activated; and if ship i has finished a circle voyage, then the

reset mode is activated. When ship i finishes sailing on the last leg

and reaches the first port, its position will be reset to 0 at the same

time it enters the berthing state and a new circular voyage begins.

Therefore, sailing and berthing modes are mutually exclusive,

while berthing and reset modes are compatible.

2.1.4 Finite state machine module
The FSM module describes the evolution of binary states. At

every instant, the current binary states are calculated on former

states and events generated in the EG module.

(a) The logical rules judging whether ship i is sailing on leg m

are defined as follows:

si,m(t + 1)≜Bs
i,m(t)∨Cs

i,m(t) (9)

Bs
i,m(t)≜ bi,j(t)∧ ehi,j(t),   j = m (10)

Cs
i,m(t)≜ si,m(t)∧:exi,j(t),  j = m + 1 (11)

where Bs
i,m(t) and Cs

i,m(t) are auxiliary Boolean variables and

function as events in the FSM module. Bs
i,m(t) denotes that ship i

begins sailing on leg m; furthermore, Cs
i,m(t) denotes that ship i is

still sailing on leg m. Ship i is deemed to be sailing on leg m if it

finishes port handling at port j (j = m) or it is sailing on leg m and

has not reached the next port.

(b) The logical rules judging whether ship i is berthing at port j

are defined as follows:

bi,j(t + 1)≜Bb
i,j(t)∨Cb

i,j(t) (12)

Bb
i,j(t)≜ si,m(t)∧ exi,j(t),   j = m + 1 (13)

Cb
i,j(t)≜ bi,j(t)∧:ehi,j(t) (14)

where Bb
i,j(t) and Cb

i,j(t) are auxiliary Boolean variables and

function as events in the FSM module. Bb
i,j(t) denotes that ship i

reaches port j(j = m + 1) and begins to berth at port j; furthermore,

Cb
i,j(t) denotes that ship i is still berthing at port j. Ship i is deemed to

be berthing at port j if it reaches port j or it is still berthing at port j

and port handling has not finished yet.

Figure 1 shows the state flow in the FSM module.
2.2 Controller design

2.2.1 Transfer schedules into trackable reference
trajectories

A liner shipping schedule is a plan that combines time and

space factors. Ships serving a certain shipping route are required to

reach the corresponding port within the specified period. The

importance of schedule reliability is reflected in two ways: (a)

Container shipping is a key link in international cargo

transportation. A liner shipping schedule provides an important
frontiersin.org
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basis for planning by other participants in the global supply chain,

such as shippers, inland carriers, and marine container terminal

(MCT) operators; therefore, any schedule delays would affect the

subsequent logistics chain. (b) Schedule reliability reflects the

service level a shipping line can achieve for customers; therefore,

maintaining high levels of schedule reliability is beneficial for

i m p r o v i n g c u s t o m e r s a t i s f a c t i o n a n d g a i n i n g

competitive advantages.

Schedules published by shipping lines contain estimated

times of arrival (ETA) and departure (ETD) for all ports they

serve. In the liner shipping schedule, ETA and ETD are sequences

of days, meaning that ships have to arrive or leave a port on a

certain date, with the exact time (hours) not announced. For

example, if the ETA for a certain port is 10, then the ship is

supposed to arrive at the port within the period from 00:00 to

24:00 on the 10th day after the voyage starts—there is no

requirement regarding the exact time (hours) of arrival. Such a

practice allows some schedule flexibility.

However, at an operational level, more detailed instructions for

arrivals and departures should be made; therefore, the ETA needs to

be accurate to hours. An accurate ETA is key to the coordination

between ships and MCT operators (Tao et al., 2023). As such, we

transform the schedule into a series of position–time coordinates to

obtain a tractable reference trajectory—the time series is in hours

and the ships have reference positions at any instant.

In the wth voyage, the estimated time of arrival and departure of

ship i at port j (denoted separately by ETAw
i,j and ETDw

i,j) can be

calculated by predetermined service speed vseri (knots), estimated

average port handling efficiency ĥ j (TEU/hour), and estimated due

quantities of containers to be handled Ĥ i,j (TEU). Then, ETA
w
i,j and

ETDw
i,j are set as relay points; therefore, we can derive all the

position–time coordinates. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed

process for generating the reference trajectories. We minimized

the difference between the reference trajectories and the ships’

actual trajectories, which is called a tracking error, using a

receding horizon scheme in Section 2.3 so that the ships follow

the reference trajectories.
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
Input: vseri , ĥ j, Ĥ i,j, lm
InitializeETAw

i,j, ETDw
i,j and xi(k)

setETA1
i,1 = 0, xi(0) = 0

whilei ≤ nv do

for each w do

for each j do

calculate ETAw
i,j and ETDw

i,j based on vseri , ĥ j, Ĥ i,j, lm
end for

end for
for k = 1 :Tstop

if ETAw
i,j ≤ k ≤ ETDw

i,j then

xi(k + 1) = xi(k)

else if k = ETAw
i,j, (w ≥ 2) then

xi(k) = 0

else xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + vseri Ts

end if

end for
end while
ALGORITHM 1
Reference trajectory generator

2.2.2 Fuel consumption and carbon emissions
Minimizing fuel consumption and carbon emissions are

additional objectives when operating the liner shipping system in

an energy-efficient way. Therefore, we calculate a formula for fuel

consumption and carbon emissions as follows:

Ne
i (t) = 0:7355

D2=3
i vi(t)

3

C
(15)

Gi(t) = gei N
e
i (t)10

−6 (16)

Oi(t) = Gi(t)Ts (17)

Ei(t) = CFOi(t) (18)
FIGURE 1

FSM module of liner shipping system.
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where Ne
i (t) is the indicated power (kW) of ship i; Di is the

ship’s deadweight tonnage (DWT); C is the admiralty coefficient;

Gi(t) is the fuel consumption per unit time (t/h); Oi(t) and Ei(t) are

the fuel consumption (t) and carbon emissions (t) in the time period

½t,   t + 1�; and CF is the conversion factor between fuel consumption

and CO2 emissions.

For calculation convenience, we transformed the fuel

consumption and carbon emissions into linear expressions of

speed. We used the cubic root of fuel consumption and carbon

emissions as performance indicators of ship energy efficiency. The

formulas are as follows:

Oi(t)
1=3 =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:7355

gei D
2=3
i Ts10−6

C

3

s
vi(t) (19)

Ei(t)
1=3 =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:7355

CFg
e
i D

2=3
i Ts10−6

C

3

s
vi(t) (20)
2.2.3 EEXI limitation as constraints
The EEXI standard is introduced in the 2021 Marine

Environmental Protection Committee meeting MEPC76, which

acts as an expansion of the Energy Efficiency Design Index

(EEDI) and covers existing ships. The attained EEXI for ships in

liner shipping lines should be calculated and meet the required

EEXI (IMO, 2022). Our calculation formulas for attained EEXI are

as follows:

For ship i,

RX =
(1 − Y)
100

RD (21)

AX ≤ (1 − Z)RX (22)

AX =
EME + EAE + (PTI − EffAE) − EffME

DVref fR
(23)

where RX is the required EEXI (g=t · nm), RD is the reference

line of EEDI (g=t · nm), and AX is the attained EEXI (g=t · nm). Y is

the reduction factor and Z is the safety margin, which are decided

by the shipping lines themselves. Vref is the service speed under the

EEXI draft. fR is the correction factor and its value is 1. EME and EAE
are the carbon emissions of the main and auxiliary engines (g); PTI

is the emissions of the shaft generator (g); and EffAE and EffME are

the carbon emissions reduced by the innovative energy efficient

devices in the auxiliary and main engines (g). Our calculation

formulas for the carbon emissions of various devices are as follows:

EME = (
Yn

j=1 fi)(onME
i=1 PME(i))CFME(i)SFCME(i) (24)

EAE = PAECFAESFCAE (25)

PTI = (
Yn

j=1 fi ·onPTI
i=1 PPTI(i))CFAESFCAE (26)

EffAE = (oneff
i=1 feff (i)PAEeff (i))CFAESFCAE (27)
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EffME = (oneff
i=1 feff (i)PMEeff (i))CFMESFCME (28)

PME(i) is the effective power of the ith main engine (kW), which is

75% of the maximum continuous rating (MCR); PAE is the auxiliary

engine power; PPTI(i), PAEeff (i), and PMEeff (i) are the effective power of

the shaft motor, and auxiliary and main engine power reductions due

to energy efficient technology. fi and feff (i) are correction factors and

fi = feff (i) = 1. CFME(i)and CFAE are the carbon converting factors;

furthermore, here, we assume CFME(i) = CFAE = CF .

If the ship’s attained EEXI cannot meet the EEXI standard then

adjusting measures should be carried out for EEXI compliance.

Among various EEXI improvement solutions, EPL has been proven

the most common choice by shipowners due to its effectiveness and

economic feasibility. Therefore, our solution is to apply engine

power limitation (EPL) to improve the ship’s EEXI.

2.2.4 Decentered model predictive
control framework

Using the DHA model in Section 2.1 as the system plant, we

created a DHA-DMPC framework, which is depicted in Figure 2.

There is a local controller on each ship in the liner shipping fleet.

The prediction model in the local MPC controller is a hybrid

dynamical model built analogously to the DHA model from
FIGURE 2

DHA-DMPC framework.
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Section 2.1. We present the prediction model as follows:

xc(k + 1) = AM(k)xc(k) + BM(k)u(k) + CM(k)d(k) (29)

de(k)  ≜
True   if Ae(k)xc(k) + Be(k)u(k) ≤ We

False  otherwise

(
(30)

M(k)≜ fM(xl(k)) (31)

xl(k + 1) = fB(xl(k), de(k)) (32)

where (29) is analogous to the switched affine system in (1) and (2);

AM , BM , and CM are the corresponding coefficients in mode M; the

continuous state vector xc(k) consists of the ship’s position x(k) at

instant k and handled container quantities nj(k) at port j; the control

vector u(k) contains the ship’s sailing speed v(k) at instant k; and the

disturbance vector d(k) contains the port handling efficiency hj(k) and

due quantities of containers to be handled Hj at port j. Formula (30) is

analogous to the event generator in (3)-(5); event vector de(k) consists
of exj (k) (the ship reaches port j and container handling at port j

finishes) and ecir(k) (the ship accomplishes a round-circle voyage); and

We denotes the condition that triggers various events. Formula (31) is

analogous to the mode selector in (6)-(8); the mode vector M(k)

contains the sailing, berthing, and reset modes; the binary state vector

xl(k) consists of sm(k) (the ship is sailing on legm) and bj(k) (the ship

is berthing at port j); and fM represents the Boolean operation between

the binary variables. Formula (32) is analogous to the finite state

machine in (9)-(14); furthermore, in addition to those events in (30),

event vector de(k) in (32) also consists of Bs
m(k) (the ship begins to

sailing on leg m), Cs
m(k) (the ship is still sailing on leg m), Bb

m(k) (the

ship begins to berth at port j), and Cb
j (k) (the ship is still berthing at

port j); and fB represents the Boolean function, which consists of logical

rules in the FSM module. Unlike the system plant, which includes all

the ships in the fleet, the prediction model only considers a single ship;

therefore, it involves fewer binary variables compared with the system

plant and, thus, its computation capacity is much lower. This

decentralized arrangement increases the computing speed of a local

controller and enables real-time optimization of the ships’ speed

(Negenborn and Maestre, 2014; Zheng et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020).

Formula (33) is the optimization model in the DMPC

controller, which considers minimizing tracking errors, fuel

consumption, and carbon emissions as objectives. Q1, Q2, and Q3

are the weights of the three performance indicators (Q1 = 4, Q2 =

Q3 = 1). The control variable is the sailing speed of each ship. We

executed (33) using a receding horizon method to compensate for

the uncertainties in the disturbances; moreover, binary variables are

involved, such as the binary state variables and events in (30)-(32).

Therefore, (33) is a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem.

In the receding horizon scheme, the prediction models predict

future states in the prediction horizon after observing the current

states; then, they calculate the tracking errors, resulting in every

local controller computing the MIP optimization problem in (33) to

obtain the control sequence in the control horizon. At each step,

only the first element of the control sequence is implemented and

the rest are ignored. Then, a new control sequence is obtained in the

next step. We repeatedly execute this operation to realize online
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
rolling optimization (Algorithm 2).

min  J(k) =oN−1
p=0 Q1(xi(k + p) − xrefi (k + p))‖∞ +oN−1

p=0

��� ���Q2(O
1=3
i (k

+ p)‖∞ +oN−1
p=0 Q3(E

1=3
i (k + p)‖∞

���
(33)

subject to

for i = 1,  …,  nv ; j = 1,  … , np:

initial states x(0), nj(0), sm(0), bj(0);

predictive model dynamics (29), (30), (31), (32);

EEXI limitations (22);

xi,j, vi,j ≥ 0.
Initialize the system state xi(0), ni,j(0), si,m(0), bi,j(0)

for each ship i do

Calculate the attained EEXI AX

if AX ≤ (1 − Z)RX do

employ EPL for the respect ship

end if
while k ≤ Tstop do

Get reference trajectory xref (k : k + N − 1)

through Algorithm 1

Input hj(k : k + N − 1) as disturbance

Measure the current state xc(k) and xl(k)

by (1)-(14)

Predict the future state xc(k : k + N − 1) and

xl(k : k + N − 1) by (29)-(32)

Calculate the tracking error by

xref (k : k + N − 1) − xc(k : k + N − 1)

Calculate fuel consumption and carbon

emission by (19) and (20)

Solve MIP optimization (33), and obtain

the recommended speed for the prediction

horizon u(k : k + N − 1)

Implement the first element in u(k : k + N − 1)

to (1)

end while
end for
ALGORITHM 2
DHA-DMPC simulation.
3 Experiments and results

3.1 Numerical experiments design

We carried out a series of comparison studies to confirm the

effectiveness of the suggested DHA-DMPC controller. In addition

to the reference trajectory generated by Algorithm 1, we considered

another reference trajectory to explore the performance of the

controller. We introduce this new reference trajectory in Section

3.1.2. Furthermore, we expanded the EEXI standard into four

phases with progressively higher reduction factors. We performed
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a sensitivity analysis to explore the impact of different carbon

policies on liner shipping operations.

3.1.1 Liner shipping route
Various types of liner shipping routes exist, such as end-to-end,

pendulum, and circular services (Notteboom, 2004). We choose the

classical circular service for our case study, which is commonly used in

practical liner shipping route design. Figure 3A shows the actual

shipping route layout, and Table 1 displays the route’s parameters.

The route can be abstracted as a concept of the circular voyage shown

in Figure 3B, which means the ship visits a fixed port rotation on a pre-

published schedule repeatedly. This route is served by four ships, and

we assume that the fleet consists of four sister ships with the same

technical conditions. Our calculations and solutions to improve the

ships’ EEXI are shown in Section 3.1.3. All the data on shipping routes

and sample ships are provided by CU Lines. The simulation period is

the time for the fleet to accomplish two circle voyages, which is 1050

steps. The sampling time is 1h; furthermore, both the prediction and

the control horizon are 10 steps. Table 2 shows the data from customer

booking platform containing the due quantities of containers to

be handled.

Table 3 displays the anticipated port handling efficiency used by

shipping lines for tactical planning. The port handling efficiency is

not the actual operation rate of the container terminal equipment;

instead, it is an average handling efficiency rate, which is obtained

by dividing the total number of containers handled by the total time

that ships stay at port. However, in practice, port handling efficiency
A B

FIGURE 3

(A) real shipping route; (B) concept of circle voyage.
TABLE 1 Shipping route parameters.

Parameters Value

Projected fleet speed 13.5 kts

Service interval 93 h

Number of serving ships 4

Distance of leg 1 393 nm

Distance of leg 2 1147 nm

Distance of leg 3 468 nm

Distance of leg 4 742 nm

Distance of leg 5 927 nm
TABLE 2 Container handling numbers at different ports (TEU).

Ship Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4 Port 5

First voyage

Ship 1 413 1012 796 1482 984

Ship 2 399 1006 802 1498 1005

Ship 3 405 1014 809 1502 1018

Ship 4 412 993 812 1487 1009

Ship 5 402 1008 802 1510 990

Second voyage

Ship 1 395 1009 803 1498 1002

Ship 2 419 998 812 1503 1002

Ship 3 398 1004 810 1492 998

Ship 4 407 1003 802 1507 1014

Ship 5 400 987 811 1502 1004
TABLE 3 Estimated port handling efficiency.

Port Efficiency (TEU/h)

Port 1 40

Port 2 50

Port 3 40

Port 4 50

Port 5 80
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FIGURE 4

Real-time handling efficiency of each port.
A B

FIGURE 5

(A) Reference 1; (B) Reference 2.
TABLE 4 Parameters for calculating EEXI.

Parameters Description Value

D Deadweight 24336 DWT

MCR Maximum continuous rate 12268 kw

PME 75% of the main engine MCR 9201 kW

PAE Auxiliary engine power 304 kW

QME Quantity of main engine 1

QAE Quantity of auxiliary engine 3

QPTI Quantity of shaft generator 0

QMEeff Quantity of energy-saving devices in main engines 0

QAEeff Quantity of energy-saving devices in auxiliary engines 0

SFCME Specific fuel consumption of the main engine 218.96 g/kW

SFCAE Specific fuel consumption of the auxiliary engine 235.4 g/kW

CF Conversion factor 3.206

Z Margin 5%

Y Reduction factor 20%
F
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can fluctuate because of unpredictable factors, such as extreme

weather, which makes loading and unloading operations difficult;

port congestion, which increases the waiting time for ships to berth;

or strikes, which result in low handling efficiency. Figure 4 shows

the actual port handling efficiency during the simulation period,

which we input into the optimization model as disturbances.

3.1.2 Reference trajectories
We designed two reference trajectories and compared their

performances: (a) Reference 1 ignores the berthing process. We set

only ETAw
i,j as relay points to calculate the position–time

coordinates. Algorithm 3 in Appendix A shows the detailed
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
method to generate Reference 1. (b) Reference 2 considers the

berthing process and is generated by Algorithm 1. Figure 5

illustrates the two reference trajectories.

3.1.3 EEXI improvement of the sample ship
Table 4 shows the ship’s parameters, which we used to

calculate EEXI.

The relationship between main engine power and speed can be

described in a power–speed curve. The power–speed curve should

be converted from the service draft to the EEXI draft. Figure 6

shows the transferred power–speed curve. The calculation equation

is as follows:

vref = (
Dservice

DEEXI
)2=9 · vser (34)

where vref is the speed at EEXI draft, vser is the speed at service

draft, Dservice is the displacement at service draft, and DEEXI is the

displacement at EEXI draft. For container ships, the service draft is

the summer draft; furthermore, the EEXI draft is 70%

summer draft.

The required EEXI/reference line is based on the below formula:

RX = ab−c (35)

where a = 174:22, c = 0:201, and b = D.

The attained EEXI is 17.50 g=t · nm while the required EEXI

with a 5% margin is 17.38 g=t · nm; thus, the EPL has to be

employed to limit the main engine power. We calculated the

MCR after limitations as follows:

MCRlim = PME=0:83 (36)
FIGURE 6

Power–speed curve.
A B

DC

FIGURE 7

(A) Ideal trajectory; (B) uncontrolled; (C) controlled with Reference 1; (D) controlled with Reference 2.
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A

B

D

C

FIGURE 8

Speed of each ship under Reference 1: (A) ship 1; (B) ship 2; (C) ship 3; (D) ship 4.
A

B

D

C

FIGURE 9

Speed of each ship under Reference 2: (A) ship 1; (B) ship 2; (C) ship 3; (D) ship 4.
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The limited MCR is 10787.9 kW, and the maximum speed

under this limited MCR is 18 knots.
3.2 Comparative experiment results

We created four scenarios to evaluate the controller’s effectiveness

and assess how the two reference trajectories performed: (a) the ideal

scenario, where the port handling efficiency retains the anticipated

value throughout the simulation period; (b) the uncontrolled scenario;

(c) the controlled scenario with Reference 1; and (d) the controlled

scenario with Reference 2. Figure 7 shows the ships’ actual trajectories

in the four scenarios, and the raw data are collected in Appendix B.

Figure 7B shows that port delays and schedule disruptions are caused

by uncertain port handling efficiency when no control actions are

implemented. The intervals between the trajectory of ship 4 in its

second voyage and that of ship 1 in the first voyage are larger compared

to Figure 7A; in the second voyage, the trajectory of ship 3 is quite close

to that of ship 4, and a bunching phenomenon (two ships stay at the

same port at the same time) nearly happens at port 4. Figures 7C, D

show the controlled results. We found that ships’ trajectories can be
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
adjusted in time when a port delay happens to keep a steady ship

delivery frequency.

Figures 8, 9 display the real-time sailing speed throughout each

ship’s simulation period. The controller can increase the ship’s

sailing speed with either reference trajectory whenever a delay is

detected. We discovered differences between the performances of

the two reference trajectories by comparing Figures 8, 9. After the

delay is offset by the ship’s speed-up strategy, the ship’s speed will be

reduced and maintained at a level lower than the projected service

speed when controlled with Reference 1; however, when controlled

with Reference 2, the ship’s speed will be turned back to the service

speed after the speed-up strategy ceases.

Figure 10 demonstrates the delays (arrival time deviations) at

each port of each ship under various scenarios. Figure 10 shows that

compared with the uncontrolled scenario, the controller is capable

of reducing port delays and maintaining high schedule reliability.

When no control measures are taken, port delays cannot be

corrected on time and will lead to progressively larger delays in

subsequent ports. Take ship 1 as an example: Figures 10A, B

demonstrate how port delays worsen over time. On the second

voyage, the delay at port 5 reached 77 hours. Figures 10G, H depict
A B

DC

E F

HG

FIGURE 10

Arrival time deviations under different control methods at each port of: (A) ship 1 in the first voyage; (B) ship 1 in the second voyage; (C) ship 2 in the
first voyage; (D) ship 2 in the second voyage; (E) ship 3 in the first voyage; (F) ship 3 in the second voyage; (G) ship 4 in the first voyage; (H) ship 4 in
the second voyage.
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the transferability of port delays. On the first voyage, ship 4

experienced a delay of 7 hours at port 4 due to fluctuations in

handling efficiency at port 3. Thereafter, despite the normal

efficiency of subsequent port operations, there were still 7-hour

delays in each port. Instances of such delays will decrease (or even

be eliminated) when control measures are taken, thus proving the

effectiveness of our proposed DMPC controller.

Table 5 shows the total delay time, carbon emissions, and fuel

consumption for various scenarios after two complete voyages;

furthermore, we calculate the weighted comprehensive costs by

the following formula:

ciw = a1
dittl

max d1ttl , d
2
ttl , · · ·, d

n
ttl

� � + a2
Ei
ttl

max E1
ttl , E

2
ttl , · · ·, E

n
ttl

� �
+ a3

Oi
ttl

max O1
ttl ,O

2
ttl , · · ·,O

n
ttl

� � (37)

where ciw is the standardized and weighted comprehensive costs

under the ith scenario; d
i
ttl is the total schedule deviations under the

ith scenario; and Ei
ttl and Oi

ttl are the total carbon emissions and fuel

consumption under the ith scenario, respectively. Our

standardization operation divides each indicator by the maximum

of all indicators under various scenarios, mapping the values of all

indicators to the ½0, 1� interval (Zhen et al., 2023). The weights of the

indicators are a1 = 1, a2 = 1, and a3 = 1.

Table 5 shows that our proposed controller can effectively reduce

port delays. The results also demonstrate the superiority of Reference 2

over 1.When the fleet is controlled with Reference 1, the total deviations

is 14.68% of the result without control actions, while with Reference 2

the overall deviations only account for 8.20% of that without control.

For fuel consumption and carbon emissions, the fleet consumes less fuel

and produces fewer emissions due to the lower average speed. When

control actions are involved, ships will speed up to the next port to catch

the schedule at the cost of higher fuel consumption rates and more

carbon emissions. Moreover, Reference 2 is superior to Reference 1 in

terms of energy efficiency management. Carbon emissions and fuel

consumption in a Reference-1 scenario are 10% less than with Reference
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
2. Such a result can be explained by the real-time speed displayed in

Figures 8, 9. Compared with Reference 1, speed with Reference 2 is

smoother. Speed with Reference 1 fluctuates too frequently and sharply,

resulting in increased fuel consumption and carbon emissions. Our

proposed controller can effectively reduce comprehensive and combined

costs. Comprehensive cost under Reference 1 is 10.79% less than that

without control, and the combined cost under Reference 2 is 21.58%

less, which is twice as much as the former. However, on balance,

Reference 2 achieves the best final result.
3.3 Analysis of different EEXI limitations

We designed further experiments to expand the EEXI standard

into four phases and explore the impact of carbon emission policies

on liner shipping operations. Each phase adopted stricter

regulations than the previous, i.e., the reduction factor increases

phase by phase. The reduction factors of the four phases are: 20%,

25, 30%, and 40%. The EEXI margin is 5%. Because we proved the

superiority of Reference 2 in Section 3.2, we adopted Reference 2 as

the reference trajectory for the DMPC controller. Table 6 shows

EPL solutions applied to the sample ship in different phases.

Figure 11 and Table 7 show our sensitive analysis results. Port

delay statistics (Figure 11) show that a stricter EEXI standard

produces higher schedule deviations. In Phase 4, due to the main

engine’s excessive power limitations, the upper-speed limit

drastically reduced—the maximum speed is only 14 knots, which

is only 0.5 knots higher than the projected service speed. The speed-

up method’s potency in reducing schedule delays is greatly

diminished; therefore, the port delays cannot be dealt with

effectively. Figure 11 shows that the transferability of port delays

happened again in Phase 4, indicating that a speed-up strategy failed

in eliminating port delays. Table 7 shows performance indicators

with progressive emission limits in each phase. The maximum

speed a ship can reach is gradually reduced, with carbon emissions

and fuel consumption decreasing due to the overall reduction in

sailing speed, eventually leading to higher overall costs due to the
TABLE 5 Results under different control methods.

Results Uncontrolled Controlled with Reference 1 Controlled with Reference 2

Total deviation (h) 879 129 72

Carbon emission (t) 5506.02 7813.94 7032.70

Fuel consumption (t) 1717.41 2437.29 2193.61

Weighted cost 2.41 2.15 1.89
TABLE 6 Limited MCR under different EEXI margins.

Phase Reduction factor Limited MCR (kW) Attained EEXI (g/t nm) Required EEXI (g/t nm) Max speed (Kts)

1 20% 10787.90 17.38 18.30 18

2 25% 9818.60 16.3 17.16 17

3 30% 8937.35 15.2 16.01 15.5

4 40% 6967.83 13.04 13.73 14
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expansion of delays. In Phase 2, there is a small increase in port

delays; however, overall carbon emissions and fuel consumption are

reduced, making the overall cost comparable to Phase 1. Despite

this, the comprehensive costs of Phase 3 and 4 are considerably

increased due to excessive delays.
4 Discussions and conclusions

In our paper, we investigated how liner shipping lines can

maintain schedule reliability while reducing carbon emissions and

fuel consumption through real-time speed optimization under the
Frontiers in Marine Science 14
uncertainty of port handling efficiency and the need to meet EEXI

standards. Firstly, we established a DHA model to describe the

hybrid dynamic characteristics of the liner shipping system. Then,

we constructed a prediction model using the DMPC framework by

analogy with the previously established DHA model. Next, we

designed a DMPC controller based on the receding horizon

optimization method. In the DMPC framework, the schedule is

converted into tractable position–time coordinates; furthermore, we

considered minimizing tracking errors, carbon emissions, and fuel

consumption as optimization objectives, and converted the EEXI

specification into constraints by using the EPL solution. We

adjusted the ships’ speeds by an online rolling optimization
A B
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FIGURE 11

Arrival time deviations in different phases at each port of (A) ship 1 in the first voyage; (B) ship 1 in the second voyage; (C) ship 2 in the first voyage; (D)
ship 2 in the second voyage; (E) ship 3 in the first voyage; (F) ship 3 in the second voyage; (G) ship 4 in the first voyage; (H) ship 4 in the second voyage.
TABLE 7 Results in different phases.

Results Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Total deviation (h) 72 90 227 755

Carbon emission (t) 7032.70 6968.98 6653.24 5851.27

Fuel consumption (t) 2193.61 2173.73 2075.25 1825.10

Weighted cost 1.89 1.89 1.96 2.37
fro
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method to compensate for the impact caused by uncertain port

handling efficiency. Our experiments verify the effectiveness of our

proposed DHA-DMPC controller. Our sensibility analysis revealed

that the rolling optimization method considerably reduces fleet port

delays; however, these improvements come at the expense of

consuming more fuel and emitting more carbon emissions.

Therefore, the liner company must maximize the overall benefits

by weighing the relationship between schedule reliability and

energy efficiency.

Finally, we present our conclusions from analyzing our

experimental results regarding decision making for liner

shipping lines:

(a) Liner shipping operations are vulnerable to operational

uncertainties in ports, and it is impossible to accurately predict

port handling efficiency. As a result, the service speed determined in

tactical planning often loses its optimality during operations. When

a port delay occurs, if the ship continues to sail at the service speed,

the delay will be worsened because of a lack of timely adjustment

measures. This will eventually not only reduce the service level of

the shipping company but also disrupt the supply chain by affecting

the coordination of ships and MCT operators. Therefore, real-time

ship speed management is essential. The real-time adjustment of

vessel speeds enables robust fleet operation, allowing management

to cope with unexpected external conditions and maintain high

service levels while effectively controlling overall fleet fuel

consumption and carbon emissions;

(b) Table 6 shows the main engine power limitations of the

sample ship for various EEXI phases, and we can infer that under

strict emission regulations, the fleet’s technology performance will

be constrained, reducing the maximum speeds that the ships can

reach. The ability to improve schedule reliability and energy

efficiency by adjusting operation speeds will be considerably

constrained if the maximum speed of the ship is further

restricted. Liner shipping lines may consider adding more ships

to the route or improving the fleet’s technical efficiency to maintain

a steady schedule;

(c) Table 7 reveals that maintaining high schedule reliability by

taking control actions will finally lead to more fuel consumption

and carbon emissions. Liner shipping lines should balance the

trade-off between ships’ fuel consumption, carbon emissions, and

schedule reliability by implementing appropriate speed-reduction

strategies. Another recommendation is to use sustainable energy so

that the ship can significantly reduce its emissions while traveling at
Frontiers in Marine Science 15
the same speed. As a result, the shipping lines can maintain a steady

and competitive schedule while traveling faster and emitting less

carbon dioxide.
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Appendix A. Algorithm 3
Fron
Input: vseri , ĥ j, Ĥ i,j, lm
Initialize ETAw

i,j, ETD
w
i,j and xi(k)

set ETA1
i,1 = 0, xi(0) = 0

while i ≤ nvdo

for each w do

for each j do
calculate ETAw

i,j and ETDw
i,j based on

vseri , ĥ j, Ĥ i,j, lm
end for

end for
for k = 1 :Tstopif k = ETAw

i,j, (w ≥ 2) then

xi(k) = 0

else

for each j

if ETAw
i,j ≤ k ≤ ETDw

i,j

xi(k + 1) = xi(k) +
lm

ETDw
i,j−ETA

w
i,j+1

end if

end for
end if

end for
end while
ALGORITHM 3
reference trajectory generator ignoring berthing process.
Appendix B. Experiment results
TABLE 8 ETA/ETD in the ideal situation.

Port Ship 1 Ship 2 Ship 3 Ship 4

ETA/ETD (h) of the first voyage

Port 1 0/11 93/104 186/197 279/290

Port 2 42/63 135/156 228/249 321/342

Port 3 148/169 241/262 334/355 427/448

Port 4 203/234 296/327 389/420 482/513

Port 5 289/303 382/396 475/489 568/582

ETA/ETD (h) of the second voyage

Port 1 372/383 465/476 558/569 651/662

Port 2 414/435 507/528 600/621 693/714

Port 3 520/541 613/634 706/727 799/820

Port 4 575/606 668/699 761/792 854/885

Port 5 661/675 754/768 847/861 940/954
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TABLE 9 ATA/ATD (Actual time of arrival/departure) in an uncontrolled
scenario.

Port Ship 1 Ship 2 Ship 3 Ship 4

ATA/ATD (h) of the first voyage

Port 1 0/11 93/114 186/197 279/290

Port 2 42/83 145/171 228/249 321/342

Port 3 168/196 256/277 334/376 427/455

Port 4 230/260 311/262 409/448 489/520

Port 5 316/330 417/431 503/517 575/589

ATA/ATD (h) of the second voyage

Port 1 399/420 500/511 586/601 658/669

Port 2 451/492 542/563 632/653 670/721

Port 3 577/598 648/676 738/766 806/827

Port 4 632/683 711/762 800/839 861/882

Port 5 738/752 816/830 894/908 947/961
fron
TABLE 10 ATA/ATD in the scenario under reference 1.

Port Ship 1 Ship 2 Ship 3 Ship 4

ATA/ATD (h) of the first voyage

Port 1 0/11 93/114 186/197 279/300

Port 2 42/83 144/170 228/249 321/342

Port 3 148/176 241/262 345/387 427/455

Port 4 203/234 299/350 413/452 482/513

Port 5 289/303 396/410 493/507 568/582

ATA/ATD (h) of the second voyage

Port 1 372/393 465/476 558/573 651/662

Port 2 419/460 507/528 600/621 693/714

Port 3 522/543 614/641 707/735 799/820

Port 4 578/628 671/722 762/801 854/885

Port 5 675/689 768/782 847/861 941/954
TABLE 11 ATA/ATD in the scenario under reference 2.

Port Ship 1 Ship 2 Ship 3 Ship 4

ATA/ATD (h) of the first voyage

Port 1 0/11 93/114 186/197 279/300

Port 2 42/83 138/164 228/249 321/342

Port 3 148/176 241/262 334/376 427/455

(Continued)
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TABLE 11 Continued

Port Ship 1 Ship 2 Ship 3 Ship 4

Port 4 203/234 297/349 403/442 482/513

Port 5 289/303 391/405 484/498 568/582

ATA/ATD (h) of the second voyage

Port 1 372/393 465/476 558/573 651/662

Port 2 417/458 507/528 600/621 693/714

Port 3 522/543 613/641 707/735 799/820

Port 4 576/628 669/720 762/801 854/885

Port 5 670/684 763/777 848/862 940/954
F
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